How to Play

A matching game for two or more players, where players match their pictures to descriptions drawn from a deck of description cards.

Each player prints a Crazy Bus card and gets 6 (different) character cards. Print and cut out a full set of description cards and turn them face down in a pile.

Each player lays out 6 cards by their bus (fanning is hard for little kids). It doesn't matter if others see their cards. A grown-up (or reader) then draws descriptions from a stack.

If one of the 6 matches the description read from the card, that character rides the Crazy Bus, and is placed on an empty seat. Only one card can be placed for any given description, although some descriptions may fit several cards.

Everyone looks through their set as each description is read aloud. The first person to fill their bus (4 cards) shouts the traditional Crazy Bus phrase “Bus-a-looey!”
a boy

someone wearing red

someone wearing yellow

someone wearing glasses

someone smiling

a girl

someone wearing blue

a grown up

someone wearing a hair ribbon

someone with ears that stick up